The paper deals with application of a new multiple alignment algorithm to accurate consensus inference in EST assembly. The algorithm, which we call ASA, is based on the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimate of a consensus sequence. ASA takes as input a tentative assembly and re-estimates the assembly and its consensus in ambiguous regions in order to find a more accurate consensus. As output, ASA produces an optimal consensus as well as its possible alternatives with their relative probabilities in ambiguous regions. It can also provide a file with detailed reliability values that specify loss in log-probability when any consensus residue is modified using appropriate substitutions, insertions or deletion. When applied to EST assembly, this information on the accuracy of the consensus can be used further to correct possible frame-shifts and reconstruct ORFs. Our algorithm takes care of sequencing artifacts, such as gel compression, and reports single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) it finds in the course of alignment. We compare the accuracy of ASA, CAP2, PHRAP and TIGR on ESTs from UNIGENE clusters with known mRNA. Our experiments show that TIGR outperforms CAP2 and PHRAP, and in turn, ASA is slightly better than TIGR in terms of consensus accuracy, and uses significantly fewer wildcards.

1 Introduction

A probabilistic multiple alignment algorithm (ASA) based on MAP estimation of a consensus sequence was introduced in\(^1\). It was assumed there that observed sequences were copied from an unknown original sequence with insertion, deletion and substitution errors, and that the probabilities of those errors do not depend on the positions in the original and observed sequences. In the experiments on synthetic data generated according to this model, ASA found the true consensus in almost all cases
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where it could have been recovered, and significantly outperformed known alignment programs when the error rate was high.

In section 2 we present an extension of ASA for use in consensus inference from EST assemblies. The sequencing errors in ESTs are known to depend highly on the position in observed sequence and on the local context (e.g., see\textsuperscript{2,3}). To supply ASA with position-specific errors we trained a neural network to take an EST sequence and context-specific information as input, and estimate the insertion, deletion, and substitution probabilities at every position in the EST sequence. The probabilities computed by the neural net are then used in ASA’s model, along with ASA’s optimization algorithm, to produce a MAP estimate of the consensus sequence for any particular “noisy” region of an EST assembly.

By locating and reestimating all ”noisy” regions, ASA can take a layout of the contig produced by any assembler and find its own MAP consensus sequence along with the optimal alignment that corresponds to it. Since ASA is capable of finding not only optimal, but also suboptimal consensus sequences, it outputs possible alternatives to the consensus in ambiguous regions. It can also output a file with detailed reliability values, that indicate how much the log-probability will be changed if any particular position in the consensus is modified using substitution, insertion, or deletion. Those detailed reliabilities extend the confidence values estimated for every position of a fixed alignment in\textsuperscript{10}. ASA’s detailed probabilistic model is sensitive enough to use for SNP detection as well. Indeed, it is impossible to completely disentangle the problem of detecting SNPs in EST alignments from the problem of detecting and repairing misalignments and sequencing errors in EST assemblies: one cannot be solved without the other. Using ASA, the SNPs are marked as wild cards in the consensus and are evaluated in the course of alignment.

In section 3 we present experimental results comparing the accuracy of the consensus predicted by ASA, CAP2, PHRAP and TIGR. The comparison was performed on ESTs from UNIGENE clusters that contain a known mRNA for reference. ASA predicted the consensus most accurately, though at the expense of more extensive computations. We believe that this tradeoff of speed versus accuracy will be justified in cases where it is important that protein homologies are not missed because of frame shift errors in consensus estimates of genes from EST assemblies, and where it is important to get more sensitive detection of SNPs from EST assemblies.
Figure 1: A schematic representation of a NN designed to estimate position-specific probabilities of correct base-calls, substitutions, insertions and deletions. It takes as an input the distance from the EST position being evaluated to the 5' and 3' end of the EST, the proportion of wild cards in two context windows around the read of different sizes (+/- 30 bases and +/- 2 bases), and also information taken from the previous 10 bases, the current and the next bases in the true mRNA from which the read was obtained. Note, that in consensus reconstruction the true mRNA is unavailable to the NN. However, when ASA evaluates posterior probabilities of possible consensus sequences, the NN uses those candidates in place of the true mRNA.

2 ASA Inference of EST Consensus

2.1 Neural Network for Estimation of Position-specific Errors in ESTs

The sequence quality at a particular position in a DNA read is known to depend, among other things, on the location of this position with respect to the 5' and 3' ends, on the quality of base-calls in the vicinity of the position, and on the local context of this position in the true DNA or mRNA. To estimate these position-specific errors we designed and trained a neural network (NN) with one hidden layer (fig.1), using gradient descent with negative log-likelihood as an objective function to be minimized during training.

The training and test examples for the net were obtained from pairwise
comparisons between mRNAs and corresponding ESTs from UNIGENE. Both the training and test data sets contained about 15,000 correct base-call examples and about the same number of false base-call examples. We compared the predictions of our NN with that of a simple homogeneous model that predicts the same probabilities of correct base-calls, substitutions, insertions and deletions at every EST position. Those homogeneous probabilities were estimated from all available examples to be, respectively, \{ 0.955, 0.021, 0.015, 0.009 \}. The advantage of NN model over a homogeneous model can be measured in \textit{bits saved} as a difference in negative log-likelihood scores of the two models. This difference will be negative if NN model outperforms the homogeneous model. The average number of bits saved for one true base-call example, substitution example, insertion and deletion example is found to be, respectively, \{-0.0066, -1.586, -2.091, -2.708 \} for the training set and \{-0.0088, -1.710, -2.357, -2.938 \} for the test set, indicating that the neural net model represents a significant improvement over the simple homogeneous error model.

2.2 Identification of SNPs and Sequencing Artifacts

ASA was also extended to identify polymorphisms and allow for sequencing artifacts such as gel compression and inversions. The identification of SNPs can be naturally incorporated in our probabilistic approach to consensus inference. At every position that might look like a polymorphic site, ASA computes the posterior probability of a SNP. If this is low, the variation of nucleotides at the site in question is explained by sequencing errors, whose probabilities are intrinsically estimated by the neural net described in 2.1. If the posterior probability of a SNP is high, then a wild card is used at this position in the consensus sequence.

Our initial experiments were performed on SNPs from HGBASE\(^5\) (Human Genic Bi-Allelic SEquences) at Uppsala University, where the majority of SNPs are mirrored from Whitehead Insitute SNP database\(^6\). We examined EST assembly regions of length 51 derived from UNIGENE which were known to contain an SNP from HGBASE in the middle and which had coverage higher than 3. Out of this overall set of 110 HGBASE SNPs, only 30 showed polymorphic variation at the corresponding cite of assembly region in the UNIGENE cluster, which can be explained by the unrepresentative sample of libraries that contributed ESTs to these UNIGENE clusters. ASA detected all 30 of these SNPs, and also reported
5 extra SNPs. It is hard to estimate whether these are false positives, since most of the 51-long regions in HGBASE were carefully checked on European population, and UNIGENE comprises ESTs from a variety of populations. Further results on the quality of SNP detection will be described more fully in a forthcoming paper, after additional experiments are performed.

To detect gel compression, ASA specifically interrogates sites where the reads sequenced in opposite directions differ by an indel. Call this a candidate compression site. There are special error probability parameters in ASA to model gel compression, such that at a candidate compression site, bases read in the 'difficult' direction have very high probabilities of deletion. For corresponding bases sequenced in the opposite direction, error probabilities obey regular rules, as calculated by the neural net described above. ASA combines this differential evidence from reads going in opposite directions to evaluate the posterior probability that there is gel compression at each candidate compression site. In addition, that when ASA reports detailed reliability values discussed in section 2.3, every position in consensus is checked for possible gel compression, not just candidate compression sites.

In its current implementation ASA uses homogeneous prior probabilities of a SNP and gel compression, but these priors can be adjusted to fine tune the system if needed.

2.3 Example of ASA INPUT/OUTPUT

ASA takes as input a tentative assembly in GDE (Genetic Data Environment) format. The assembly in this format has a simple representation, can be viewed via GDE, and is provided by TIGR Assembler. ASA outputs a file *.cons with re-estimated optimal consensus and possible alternatives to the consensus in its ambiguous positions. This file is also written in GDE format and can be viewed in GDE. An example of a *.cons output file is given in Table 1. The consensus corresponds to the region of the EST assembly with coverage 4-2 (see Table 2). The ESTs in the contig are N42072, T49651, T49652, AA169576, T93013. This EST cluster is from the 5-lipoxygenase activating protein (FLAP) gene, and the given consensus segment corresponds to the end of coding region in the mRNA (X52195, M6326).

Along with the consensus in file *.cons, ASA also outputs the corre-
Table 1: Optimal consensus (lines ‘Optimal’) and its possible alternatives in ambiguous positions (lines ‘Subopt.’). The consensus corresponds to the end of coding region. On lines ‘Subopt.’ the letters “D” and “d” denote possible deletions, the capital letters denote possible alternatives whose relative probabilities $P$ (with respect to optimal consensus) are greater than 0.5, while small letters denote the alternatives whose $P$ is less than 0.5 but greater than 0.01. The lines ‘progs’ and ‘indels’ are typed by hand. The positions where at least one of the programs made an indel are marked by asterisk ‘*’ and ‘@’ on line ‘indels’. The list of the programs that made wrong prediction is given above the corresponding indel on line ‘progs’ (‘c’, ‘p’, ‘t’, and ‘a’ stand, respectively, for CAP2, PHRAP, TIGR, and ASA). The positions marked by ‘+’ are reported incorrectly in the ASA optimal consensus (as well as by PHRAP, CAP2 and TIGR), however the alternatives in ASA’s suboptimal consensus give the correct prediction. These were the only ASA errors in the coding region. It should be noted that CAP2 did not include the sequence ‘ya78b04.s’ in the contig, and thus the last 4 indels in CAP alignment come from the region of coverage 2 and 1 (see Table 2 for comparison).
sponding EST alignment in GDE format. An example of an ASA alignment that corresponds to consensus in Table 1 is shown in Table 2.

ASA can also provide reliability values in file *.rel. Those values are obtained by evaluating posterior probabilities of all possible consensus sequences that differ from the optimal consensus by any insertion, substitution or deletion. In particular, when we estimate a probability that a base should be inserted in consensus before any position, we take into account the possibility of gel compression at this base. As an example, in Table 3 we give those reliability values for positions marked by ‘(...)’ on the line ‘indels’ in Table 1.

3 Accuracy comparison of different assemblers

To compare the accuracy of ASA consensus prediction to that of known assemblers, such as CAP2, PHRAP and TIGR, we have chosen 4,645 clusters in UNIGENE (Human sequence collection) that along with ESTs contain at least one mRNA. Each of these clusters was split into a file with ESTs and a file with mRNAs. We first ran the TIGR assembler on each EST cluster. From this, for each EST cluster we got several contigs with corresponding consensus sequences. Afterwards, we ran CAP and PHRAP on the ESTs from each contig produced by TIGR and if those assemblers preserved the contig (did not split it into subcontigs), we ran ASA to reestimate the consensus for this contig. Thus, in this experiment the consensus sequences reported by CAP, PHRAP, TIGR and ASA were all predicted from the identical sets of ESTs. To evaluate the accuracy of the consensus prediction, we compared the predicted consensus sequences with one of the corresponding mRNAs, assuming that this mRNA is correct. We performed our experiments on two different validation sets of UNIGENE clusters and got practically identical results. Those results for coding/noncoding regions, different coverage levels, and different error types are summarized in fig.2.

One can see that in terms of frame-shifts, TIGR is substantially more accurate than CAP2 and PHRAP, while ASA is a little more accurate than TIGR. It is also interesting to notice that ASA consistently performs better in noncoding regions. Since TIGR reports a high number of wild cards, its consensus is very ambiguous. It is clear from fig.2 that these ambiguities can be avoided, since ASA produces almost the same number
Table 2: The segment of ASA alignment that corresponds to consensus region in Table 1. The signs '+' and '-' denote the sequencing direction. The asterisk '*' and '@' mark corresponding positions in Table 1.
Table 3: The detailed reliability values at every consensus position (pos) with the base (bp) give the loss in log-probability of consensus if it is modified at this according to corresponding change (deletion, insertion or substitution). For example, the log-probability of the consensus will be decreased by only 0.61 if any of the 'G's at positions 351-353 are deleted. Thus this change is quite possible. On the other hand, if 'C' is inserted before position 353, the log-probability of consensus will drop down by 7.73, and thus an extra 'C' at this position is much more unlikely. However, note that that the cost of insertions is still lower than the cost of most substitutions and deletions. This can be explained by non-neglectable posterior probability of gel compression at these sites. Indeed, because all sequences are reads in the same direction (see Table 2), and any evidence from the opposite direction is missing, the posterior probability of compression will be close to its prior probability.
Figure 2: Accuracy comparison of CAP2, PHRAP, TIGR, and ASA for coding/noncoding regions. The performance of every program is considered separately for regions with different coverage level. The first cluster in every picture corresponds to coverage 2, the second one to coverage 3 to 5, the third one to coverage higher than 5, and the final one to overall assembly. The first row of histograms give average frequency of wild cards reported by every program. Only in ASA wild cards denote polymorphic sites, in the rest of the programs wild cards denote uncertainties. The next two rows of histograms give average frequencies of substitutions and indels produced by the four programs. In our calculations of substitutions we assumed that a wild card matches the nucleotides it denotes (e.g., ‘N’ matches everything). Since TIGR reported a very high number of wild cards, it was thus able to score a relatively low number of substitution errors. To look at the frame-shift problem, in the last row of histograms we give the proportion of noisy regions realigned by ASA whose length was reported incorrectly by the four programs.
of substitutions as TIGR does, using almost no wild cards. In this sense, ASA is significantly better than TIGR.

4 Discussion

In our research we restricted ourselves to consensus inference without trace data and estimated the quality of individual base-calls in ESTs using a neural net. This allows the method to be applied to UNIGENE and other EST clusters/assemblies made from dbEST, which contain neither trace data nor quality assessments. However, information from trace data, e.g., PHRAP reliability values, when available, can be very helpful in improving the accuracy of the consensus sequence. In future work we plan to incorporate this information in ASA’s consensus estimation. One of the possible ways to do this is to convert reliability values reported by PHRAP into probabilities of substitutions, insertions, and deletions, used in our algorithm.

The comparison of different assemblers in terms of consensus accuracy on EST data without quality assessments derived from traces, showed that TIGR substantially outperforms CAP2 and PHRAP, and ASA is slightly more accurate than TIGR. While TIGR assembler outputs a high number of wild cards to denote uncertain bases, ASA uses wild cards only to denote SNPs and has almost the same rate of substitution errors as TIGR. Though ASA is more computationally intensive, it should be used when the accuracy of consensus prediction is the main concern.

The probabilistic approach implemented in ASA provides important information on the confidence of base-calls in an EST assembly consensus. This information can be used to reconstruct an ORF and search for homologs. For example, one could use this information in a dynamic programming algorithm that exploits the detailed reliability values reported by ASA, along with coding/noncoding statistics or protein homology, to parse an EST consensus into coding/noncoding regions with possible frame shift corrections.
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